
Tailored pants, shorts, skirts or skorts are all acceptable. The minimum
length for shorts, skirts or skorts is mid-thigh (mid-way between hip
bone and knee).

Men's “Polo-style” golf shirts must be tucked in. Button-down shirts
may be worn untucked provided they are evenly finished around the
hem and designed to be worn untucked.

Women's leggings/tights are appropriate, providing they are worn in
conjunction with a dress, skirt, or skorts. This includes yoga-style tights.

Women may wear a sleeveless shirt if it has a collar. Men's shirts must
have a collar.

Appropriate golf footwear must be worn on the course.

Logos should be discreet and golf-related. 

Hats must be worn facing forward.
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Juniors and children may wear non-golf-specific clothing while on the
practice areas or during Junior lessons, provided they are dressed in a
way that is appropriate. They are required to follow the dress code if
they are playing golf on 
the course.

Members are responsible for their guests' dress.

Blue jeans, garments with exterior cargo pockets if they are bulging or
gusseted, tennis, track, gym, or yoga styled pants or athletic shorts,
halter tops, tank tops (no midriff showing) are not permitted.

Any tattered, over-worn or faded clothing is also considered
inappropriate. 

Sandals, flip-flops or bare feet are not permitted.

Dress socks are not permitted when wearing shorts.19
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As a Member of VGC, it is your responsibility to know the dress code and to
ensure that you and your guests are dressed appropriately at the Club. The intent
of our dress code is to respect the history and tradition of the game of golf while
navigating the current trends in golf fashion.

Thank you for taking the time to be up-to-date with the current dress code in the
Clubhouse and on the course.

Appropriate golf, sports, casual or semi-formal attire are all acceptable in the
Clubhouse.

Men's shirts are to be tucked in at the waist, unless designed to be worn
untucked.

Logos must be discreet and golf-related.

Jeans are appropriate in the Clubhouse, but they cannot be frayed, dirty or
ripped. Dress jeans may be worn throughout the Clubhouse, unless a different
dress code is specified for a special event.

No headwear is permitted on the upper floor of the Clubhouse or in the serviced
areas, with the exception of formal men's and women's hats. 

Athletic wear is acceptable in the locker rooms while participating in athletic
events, or in the casual dining areas during breakfast hours.

Leather flip-flops are acceptable throughout the Clubhouse. Rubber flip-flops are
unacceptable unless designed to be a dress sandal.
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